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ABSTRACT 

The pattern of geographic variation in tree-climbing ability of 

Peromyscus maniculatus was used as a natural experiment to examine the 

interaction of natural selection, genetic drift, and gene flow. The 

divergence in climbing behavior among lab-reared mice derived from 

adults trapped in forest, woodland, and desert habitats was compared 

with a series of adaptive and non-adaptive hypotheses of evolutionary 

change. Natural selection was predicted to produce better climbers in 

forests and woodlands than in deserts whereas divergence due to genetic 

drift was expected to be independent of habitat type. Gene flow between 

neighboring habitats was predicted to reduce differentiation in climbing 

traits. Tree-c 1 imbing abi lity was measured by determining the maxiUDlm 

diameter artificial trunk (rod) that a mouse could climb in escaping 

from a lighted, confined area. Larger diameter rod scores reflect 

better climbing abilities (Horner 1954). Comparisons of mean rod 

climbing scores between subspecies and among forest, woodland, and 

desert habitats reveal that ~~ rufinus, sampled from forest and 

woodland, is a better climber than ~ ~ sonoriensis, sampled from 

woodland and desert habitats. This is consistent with the hypotheseis 

that natural selection has produced subspecies level adaptation in 

climbing behavior. However, the climbing ability of ~ ~ sonoriensis 

sampled from woodland habitats on isolated mountaintops, although 

slightly divergent from populations in adjacent desert scrub habitats, 

has not evolved in response to natural selection to the degree expected 
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from the observed subspecies level adaptation. Additionall y, 

populations of unknown subspecific status sampled from desert grassland 

habitat, adjacent to wood land ~ ~ rufinus, have climbing abit ities 

that are not significantly different from woodland forms. Thus, 

evolution in certain populations is constrained. If gene flow from 

desert populations into wood land ,mountaintop populations is constraining 

evolution, then mountaintop populations should have high trait 

variances. Analysis of the within population variance does not support 

this hypothesis. Other linE.'s of evidence that indicate gene flow is low 

or moderate are reviewed. Trait heritabilities and genetic correlations 

between morphology and behavior were estimated with offspring~parent 

regressions to determine if evolution was constrained by the genetic 

variance and covariance st ructure of popu lat ions. Signif icant leve ls of 

additive genetic variance exist for all traits examined, but negative 

genetic correlations among foot or tail length and climbing behavior are 

in the correct direction to constrain the evolution of climbing ability. 

In conclusion, adaptation to local habitats is constrained, perhaps by 

restrictive genetic correlations and/or lack of sufficient time to 

respond to natural selection for climbing ability •. As a result, long 

periods of consistent selection are necessary to produce the pattern of 

subspecific adaptation in climbing behavior. 
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CHAPTER 1 

NATURAL SELECTION, GENETIC DRIFT, GENE FLOW, AND PATTERNS 
OF VARIATION IN THE CLIMBING BEHAVIOR OF PEROMYSCUS 

MANICULATUS RUFINUS AND SONORIENSIS 

Introduction 

An important theoretical and empirical question in evolutionary 

biology is concerned with the response of populations to spatial 

variation in natural selection. Several forces, natural selection, 

genetic drift, and gene flow, interact in the process of evolutionary 

change (Dobzhansky, 1951; Mayr, 1963; Fe1senstein, 1976; Lande, 1976; 

Wright, 1978). Despite a half century of research, the relative 

importance of the forces is still debated (see: Mayr, 1982; Charlesworth 

et a1., 1982; Endler, 1986). Because these forces may act on different 

spatial scales and reinforce or oppose one another in their effects on 

particular traits, empirical studies of the relative magnitude of the 

forces and the outcome of their interaction are essential to an 

understanding of the process of evolution in natural populations. Such 

a study can be applied to evolution on a spatial scale by examining 

geographic variation, the pattern of differentiation in heritable traits 

among populations within a species. The divergence of traits between 

popUlations can be used as a natural experiment to determine how the 

interaction of genetic drift, gene flow, and spatial variation in 

natural selection affects evolutionary change (Mayr, 1963; Endler, 1982, 

1986). 

1 
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Studies of subspecific variation in the external morphology and 

tree climbing ability of mice in the genus Peromyscus provide examples 

of the use of geographic patterns to infer the mode of spatial evolution 

(Horner, 1954; Layne, 1970). Subspecies occuring in forested 

environments have longer tails and feet and greater climbing ability 

than subspecies that occur in grasslands and deserts (Horner, 1954). 

This pattern of spatial variation is consistent with the hypothesis that 

subspecific differences in external morphology and climbing ability are 

the result of natural selection for climbing ability in environments 

where trees provide the mice with access to food and refuge. However, 

natural selection is not the only process that can produce 

differentiation among populations. Microevolution of climbing traits 

can also occur through the action of genetic drift, a nonadaptive 

process. The response to either process may be constrained by gene flow 

between populations, lack of genetic variance, and/or restictive 

correlations with other traits. Because there are many potential causes 

of change, or the lack of change, Gould and Lewontin (1979), Endler 

(1982, 1986), and Bradshaw (1984) have emphasized that the hypothesis of 

spatially varying natural selection must be tested against alternative 

hypotheses of nonadaptive evolutionary change and hypotheses that 

include the influence of common ancestry and environmental history. 

Here I evaluate these alternative hypotheses in order to examine the 

effects of spatially varying natural selection on traits related to tree 

climbing ability in two subspecies of Peromyscus maniculatus. The 

microevolutionary forces are evaluated with respect to their influence 

on the differentiation of traits among populations. I construct a 



series of adaptive and nonadaptive hypotheses and test them with 

analyses of variance. The experiments examine many of the implicit 

assumptions made by behavioral ecologists when they study the evolution 

of behav ior. 

Evolutionary Process 

3 

Evolution, a change through time in the distribution of a trait 

in a population, can be divided into the preconditions for change, the 

processes of change, and factors that constrain change. The 

preconditions that are necessary for microevolutionary change are: 1) 

phenotypic variation among individuals in the expression of traits and 

2) a correlation between the expression of traits in offspring and 

parents that is shown to be independent of common environmental effects. 

If these two conditions are met and population size is small enough to 

produce occasional random sampling error in phenotypes that reproduce 

successfully, evolution may occur by the process of genetic drift. 

Genetic drift is a potentially important factor in promoting 

differentiation either in populations with small effective sizes 

(Wright, 1949, 1978) or through founder effects i.n colonizing 

populations (Selander, 1975; Slatkin, 1977). It involves the fixation 

of alleles through chance sampling of like alleles from a larger 

heterogeneous gene pool. Although its effect may be reduced on the rate 

of change of polygenic traits, genetic drift is thought to be an 

important cause of geographic variation in allozyme alleles, chromosome 

arrangements, and morphology in mammals (Selander et al., 1971; 

Lewontin, 1974; Patton and Yang, 1977; Wright, 1978; Whittam, 1981). 
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If a third precondition is added, that there is a correlation 

between phenotypic value and reproductive success, evolution may occur 

through the process of natural selection (Lewontin, 1970; Endler, 1986). 

Natural selection is the differential reproduction or survival of 

individuals that possess heritable traits which confer advantages within 

an environment. Differing regimes of natural selection may cause 

divergence between the traits of spatially separated populations. 

There are several potential constraints on evolutionary change. 

One is the homogenizing action of gene flow (Mayr, 1963). Gene flow is 

the movement of genes and gene complexes that is caused by the migration 

of breeding individuals between populations. Since it results in the 

mixing of gene pools, it tends to counteract the processes that promote 

geographic differentiation of populations. Gene flow reduces the 

differentiation of some nearby plant populations (Antonovics, 1979), 

but, in general, rates and distances of dispersal do not appear to be 

great enough for gene flow to retard microevolutionary differentiation 

(Ehrlich and Raven, 1969; Endler, 1973, 1977; Silander and Antonovics, 

1979; Slatkin, 1985b). 

Two additional factors that may constrain evolutionary change in 

a trait are: 1) effects of pleiotropy and genetic correlations with 

other traits simultaneously under selection~ and 2) historical events 

that have not allowed sufficient time for a population to respond to 

natural selection. The effect of history is dependent on the intensity 

of selection, the heritable variation present, and the degree of 

pleiotropy. All of these factors are interrelated and are a complex 

function of the evolutionary history of a population and the history of 
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changes in its environment. 

In addition to their influence on the divergence of trait means, 

gene flow and natural selection also affect the variance of traits 

within a population. Each generation, within population variation is 

increased and decreased through the action of several processes. The 

processes increasing variation are gene flow and mutation while the 

processes that decrease variation are directional and stabilizing 

natural selection and drift. The interaction of these processes can be 

modeled by determining the equilibrial variance at which input in 

variance balances output (Grant and Price, 1981). If the input and 

output in variance are relatively constant each generation, the 

magnitude of the equilibrial variance can be predicted for different 

combinations of gene flow and natural selection (mutation is assumed to 

be constant). Populations experiencing strong selection are predicted 

to have low variance. Populations subject to moderate selection and 

gene flow are predicted to have a higher variance. 

Natural Experiment 

The study animal, Peromvscus maniculatus, occurs in most biotic 

communities of North America (Baker, 1968). The species can be found in 

grasslands and deserts devoid of trees and in woodlands and forests. 

Spatial variation in natural selection for climbing ability is 

hypothesized to be associated with the presence and absence of trees. 

Since variation in climbing ability affects foraging efficiency and use 

of trees for refuge and escape from predators, it should also be 

correlated with survival and reproduction in forested environments. The 



same variation in climbing traits will not be exposed to natural 

selection in grasslands and deserts. At the least, selection for 

climbing ability should be relaxed in non-forested habitats and it is 

possible that selection may even act against climbing as a correlated 

response to selection for efficient movement on the ground. 

6 

In southwestern North America the distributions of subspecies of 

~maniculatus are closely associated with desert and montane habitats 

(Hall, 1946; Durrant, 1952; Cockrum, 1%0; Findley, 1975). The 

subspecies chosen for this study are morphologically similar, differing 

primarily in coat color, yet they occur in the contrasting forested and 

non-forested environments. ~ ~ rufinus is found in petran montane and 

conifer woodland habitats, characterized by trees from 5-50 m in height. 

~ ~ sonoriensis also occurs in petran montane and conifer woodland 

habitats, but only on isolated mountaintops in Nevada and California. 

The majority of its range coincides with desert and grassland habitats 

that contain little vegetation above 1.5 m. Thus rufinus should be 

exposed to natural selection for tree climbing throughout its range, 

whereas only a small proportion of sonoriensis populations on isolated 

mountaintops should be exposed to this selection pressure. 

Populations sampled from widely separated areas in each type of 

habitat are treated as semi-independent evolving units. The patterns of 

spatial differentiation among populations in climbing trait means and 

variances are used to answer the following questions: 1) Do similar 

climbing phenotypes occur in populations occupying the same type of 

habitat as a result of natural selection or have these populations 

diverged in response to genetic drift? 2) If no divergence in traits 
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between forested and desert habitats is obaerved, is this because 

differences in selection are not associated with different habitats or 

because evolution is constrained by factors such as low genetic 

variance, gene flow, and/or pleiotropy? 

Materials and Methods 

Study Animal 

7 

Peromyscus maniculatus (Cricetidae; Rodentia) ranges over most 

of the North American continent where it is abundant in a wide variety 

of habitat types (Baker, 1968). Dietary studies indicate that the 

species is omnivorous and opportunistic (Douglas, 1969). In the 

southwest, deer mice consume arthropods, seeds and vegetation of many 

annuals and perrenials, and fruits of oak, juniper, pinyon, and 

ponderosa pine trees. Deer mice are nocturnal and maintain several nest 

sites within their home range. These may be located in logs, trees, and 

underground burrows (Eisenberg, 1968). The degree of arboreality varies 

among populations (Horner, 1954; Layne, 1970; Holbrook, 1978; Smartt, 

1978) • 

Study Areas 

Populations of deer mice, ~~ rufinus and sonoriensis were 

sampled from four habitat types (Lowe, 1967; Brown and Lowe, 1974) in 

northern Arizona and southern Nevada. The characteristics of the 

vegetation and the locations of the trapping sites are detailed below. 

Petran Montane Conifer Forest. This habitat is found between 

the elevations of 2130 to 2895 m. The dominant tree species are 



Pseudotauga menziesi and Abies conco lor at higher elevations, and Pinus 

ponderosa below 2290 m. Mature trees attain heights of 40 m. Populus 

tremuloides is a subclimax successional species that forms dense stands 

in response to disturbance. Other common species are Pinus flexilis. 

Quercus gambeli, Robinia neomexicana. Ceanothus fendleri, and Berberis 

repens. 

8 

Great Basin Conifer Woodland. This tree, shrub, and grass 

association occurs between the elevations of 1676 to 2130 m. The 

dominant tree species above 1980-2070 m is P~edulis in Arizona and 

Pinus monophylla in Nevada. Below this elevation Juniperus osteosperma 

or ~ monosperma dominates. The trees are 3 to 6 m tall and seperated 

by distances of 5 to 15 m. Other common species are Quercus gambeli. 

Cercocarpus intricatus. ~ ledifolius. Cowania mexicana. Berberis 

fremonti. Artemisia tridentata, Chrysothamnus, Arctostaphylos, and Ribes 

spp. Perrenial grasses are abundant. 

Great Basin Desert Scrub. This shrub and grass dominated 

community occurs on plateaus and valley slopes between 915 and 1980 m. 

It is characterized by more or less pure stands of perrenial shrubs 0.5 

to 1 m in height of the genera Atriplex. Artemisia, and Ephedra 

intermingled with perrenial grasses. Other occasional shrubs include 

Sarcobatus. Coleogyne. Chrysothamnus. and Gutierrezia sp. Trees are 

almost entirely absent. 

Plains and Great Basin Grass land. This grass dominated 

community is transitional between the desert scrub below and the conifer 

woodland above. It is best developed between 1220 and 1520 m. The 

native grasses are mostly species of Bouteloua. Festuca. Sporobolus. 
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Bromus. Agropyron, and Muhlenbergia. Often Great Basin shrubs are 

intermingled with the grasses. 

Trapping Sites. Samples of adult mice were trapped from ten 

field populations in Arizona and Nevada. The locations and habitat 

types of these trapping sites are as follows: 1) Little Springs, 

Coconino Co., Arizona, R. 6E, T. 23N, Sec. 14, elevation 246Om; Petran 

montane conifer forest. Site on N.W. exposure in an ecotone between fir 

forest and an aspen stand; 2) Lost Cienega, Greenlee Co., Arizona, 

elevation 2826m; Petran mo1tane conifer forest. Site on N. exposure in 

spruce-fir forest; 3) Shumway, Navajo Co., Arizona, R. 22E, T. lIN, 

Sec. 3, elevation l830m; Great Basin conifer woodland. Site on W. 

exposure in mixed pinyon-ju'liper-oak with extensive lava rock outcrops; 

4) Wi lliams Airport, Cocon:~no Co., R. 2E, T. 23N, Sec. 33, elevation 

2002m; Great Basin conifer wood land. Site on S. exposure in pinyon-

juniper with occasional po~derosa pine and lava rock outcrops; 5) Clark 

Canyon, Clark Co., Nevada,IR. SSE, T. 19S, Sec. 2, elevation 2400m; 
I 

Great Basin conifer woodland. Site in W. facing drainage with pinyon-

juniper and ponderosa pine on well drained gravel-silt; 6) Grapevine 

Mountain, Nye Co., Nevada, 4km N.W. of Grapevine Peak, elevation 2075m; 

Great Basin conifer woodland. Site on W. facing slope dominated by 

pinyon pine; 7) Indian Springs, Clark Co., Nevada, R. 56E, T. l6S, Sec. 

21, elevation l090m; Great Basin desert scrub. Ecotone between 

Artemisia and Larrea-dominated associations on well drained S. facing 

slope; 8) Beatty, >Nye Co., Nevada, 7km N.E. of Beatty, elevation I07Om; 

Great Basin desert scrub; 9) Holbrook, Navajo Co., Arizona, R. 21E, T. 

19N, 15km N. of Holbrook, N. of Leroux wash, 1555m; Great Basin desert 
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grass land; 10) Winslow, Navajo Co., Arizona, R. IsE, T. 20N, 10km N. of 

Winslow, 6km W. of Litt Ie Co lorado River, elevation l49sm; Great Basin 

desert grassland. 

Sites 1-4 are within the rang~ of ~ m. rufinus, sites 5-8 are 

within the range of P. ~ sonoriensis, and sites 9-10 are intermediate 

and difficult to assign to sUbspecies. 

Breeding Methods 

Adult mice trapped in the field were randomly crossed with 

individuals from the same trapping site. The first generation of lab 

reared offspring were used in the analysis of geographic variation. In 

addition, pregnant females captured in the field were brought into the 

lab and one offspring of each sex from each litter was used in the 

breeding crosses (with the restriction that no crosses were between 

littermates). Twenty percent of the families had one parent derived 

from a pregnant field-caught female. 

All mice were maintained in an animal breeding room at the 

University of Arizone under uniform conditions. Adult pairs and single 

sex'groups of weaned offspring were housed in seperate 2Ox20x28cm 

plastic cages with sawdust and abundant cotton for nest material. Ad 

libidum water and food (mouse chow) was available in each cage. The 

light regime was maintained at 14L:IOD. The mice were handled gently to 

reduce excitibility and were transferred from their cages to the 

experimental apparatus in a small container. 

Morphological Measurements 

All mice were measured at 70-100 days of age. Females that were 
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pregnant were not measured and weighed until 15 days after their young 

were, weaned. The following measures of external morphology were made 

with a ruler to the nearest 1 mm: 1) Total length- distance from tip of 

nose to tip of tail (not including hairs) when mouse is stretched full 

length along a ruler; 2) Tail length- distance from point where tail 

merges with body to tip; 3) Hind foot length- distance on left foot from 

calcaneum (heel) distal end of longest toe, not including claw; 4) Ear 

length- distance from notch at base of right ear to tip of pinna (if 

damaged, the left ear was measured); 5) Body weight- measured with a 

pesola scale to nearest 0.1 g. 

Climbing Behav ior Measurements 

The experiments were conducted from October 1982 to November 

1985 in two rooms at the University of Arizona. Both rooms were 

subdivided by 1m high plywood dividers to create five test arenas 1 x 1 

x 2 m. Mice were tested in groups of four or five, one in each arena. 

Each group was composed of randomly chosen mice from different source 

populations. 

The mice were induced to cl imb by taking advantage of their 

natural tendency to use any means of escape in getting out of a confined 

lighted area. The mice were placed in a lighted cylinder (45 cm 

diameter, 96 cm height) that was placed in a darkened 1 x 1 x 2 m 

chamber. Escape was provided by a 61 cm rod mounted vertically in the 

cylinder. The top of the rod was attached to a platform that encircled 

the top of the cylinder. A ramp, inclined 50 degrees above the 

horizontal, led from the platform to the floor of the test chamber. A 
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treadle was mounted on the platform in such a position that mice exiting 

from the rod had to cross it. When depressed, the treadle stopped a 

clock which recorded the time required by the mouse to climb the rod. 

During an experiment abundant food and water was available inside the 

cylinder and food, water, and nesting material was available in the 

darkened chamber. 

Mice were trained to climb progressively larger diameter rods 

and the maximum rod size climbed was used as a measure of climbing 

ability. This measurement follows the methods of Horner (1954) who used 

it successfully in comparisons of climbing ability between species of 

Peromyscus. The rods were uniformly roughened by painting them with 

laquer and rolling them in abrasive compound; being careful not to cause 

uneven distibution of the granular particles. The rod diameters are as 

follows: 6.3, 12.6, 19.0,25.2,31.6,38.0,44.4,50.7, and 57.1mm. 

The rods are arbitrarily numbered from one to nine in increasing order. 

The experimental procedure consisted of placing a mouse in the 

cylinder with a rod that was easy to climb (small diameter). Once the 

mouse learned to escape from the cylinder by climbing the rod, the mouse 

was placed in the cylinder with a larger diameter rod. When it escaped 

again the procedure was repeated with a larger diameter rod. This was 

repeated until a rod size was found that the mouse could not climb in a 

24 hour period. Then the next smallest diameter was reintroduced and it 

was verified that the mouse could still climb that rod. The unclimbed 

rod was presented again and if the mouse could still not climb that rod, 

the next smallest rod diameter was determined to be the maximum rod size 

the mouse could climb. Mice were generally observed as they attempted 
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to climb the largest rod to confirm that they tried to climb the rod and 

failed. 

Results and Discussion 

Pelage Coloration 

The taxanomic character used to distinguish ~ ~ rufinus from 

sonoriensis is coat color. Like other subspecies in the genus, forest 

mice are dark red-brown whereas desert and grassland mice are a lighter 

grayish or buffy color. These differences have been measured 

quantitatively by Sumner (1915, 1918), Dice (1938, 1944), and Blair 

(1947). This pattern is clearly the result of spatial variation in 

natural selection for pelage pigments that match the background 

substrate color. In a classical study, Dice (1947) demonstrated that 

owl predation was more intense on mice that did not match their 

backgrounds than on those that did. Studies of geographic variation in 

pelage color have confirmed that background color matching is a 

widespread adaptation in Peromyscus (Dice and Blossum, 1937; Blair, 

1947b; Sumner, 1932). 

The two subspecies have wide ranges which extend across 

Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Nevada, California, and Arizona. The 

populations within each subspecies probably are not monophyletic in the 

sense that they were derived from one common ancestral population 

(Durrant, 1952; Dice, 1938). Rather, each subspecies is a cluster of 

polyphy letic populations with varying morpho logies that share a common 

coat color trait through convergent evolution. 
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Externa 1 Morpho logy 

Taxanomists have reported that the subspecies ~ ~ rufinus and 

sonoriensis are similar in external morphology (Osgood, 1909; Hall, 

1946; Durrant, 1952). This is verified in comparisons among habitats 

and populations. The mean external morphology measurments for the lab 

populations derived from the eight (1-8) field populations definitely 

assignable to subspecies are presented in Table I. There are no sex 

differences in external morphology, as reported in other studies of ~ 

maniculatus (Sumner, 1915, 1918; Dice, 1938). The lab-reared 

individuals are not significantly different from the field-caught 

representatives of the same populations in mean external morphology 

(paired t-test, p> .20, d.f.=7). 

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of mean morphology by 

habitat reveals no differentiation between habitats or subspecies in 

tail and foot length (Table 2, p=0.5). A. priori cont.rasts reveal that 

the ear lengths of rufinus woodland populations are significantly 

different from the sonoriensis populations but not from the rufinuB 

forest populations (Table 2, p=0~5). Because there is no correlation 

between trait values and habitats these results are consistent with the 

hypothesis that genetic drift in ear length accounts for geographic 

differences. In other studies of these subspecies Osgood (1909), Sumner 

(1915, 1918) and Dice (1938) found no differences between subspecies in 

tail and foot length, but variation within subspecies in ear length that 

was uncorrelated with any other trait. In addition, the within and 
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Tab Ie 1. Morpho logica 1 Measurements of Two Subspecies of ~ manicu latus. 

Measurements of foot, tail, and ear length for populations of lab reared 
offspring of adults trapped in eight locations. Mean (+/- sn) in mm and 
sample size (N) of populations within subspecies. 

Location N Foot Tail Ear 

A. ~ ~ rufinus 

Little Springs 38 19.88 (1.09) 63.87 (4.76) 16.86 (0.92) 

Alpine 29 18.89 (0.94) 66.31 (5.16) 16.31 0.39) 

Shumway 34 19.88 (1.09) 63.71 (6.14) 15.56 ( 1.44) 

Williams 27 19.04 (0.82) 67.90 (4.46) 16.27 (0.88) 

B. L.!!L~ sonoriensis 

Clark Canyon 27 18.74 (0.66) 69.56 (4.33) 17.44 0.05) 

Grapevine 33 19.82 (1.21) 64.94 (4.33) 17.79 (1.71) 

Beatty 27 19.61 (0.98) 64.17 (4.12) 17.78 ( 1.52) 

Indian Springs 29 19.10 (0.97) 62.86 (5.01) 17.03 (1.63) 
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Table 2. Summary of Analysis of Variance of Morphological Measurements. 

A one-way ANOVA of morphological measurements (mm) from eight 
populations in four habitat x subspecies treatments. 

A. Foot length 

Source 

Habitat 

Within 

Total 

DF 

3 

4 

7 

B. Tail length 

Source DF 

Habitat 3 

Within 4 

Total 7 

C. Ear length 

Source 

Habitat 

Within 

Total 

DF 

3 

4 

7 

SS MS F p 

0.343 0.114 0.429 0.744 

1.066 0.267 

1.410 

SS MS 

14.477 4.826 

23.327 5.832 

37.805 

SS MS 

3.668 1.223 

0.746 0.186 

4.414 

F P 

0.828 0.544 

F P 

6.558 0.0504 
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between population variance observed for measurements of external 

morphology are comparable to those reported in other laboratory studies 

(Dice, 1938, 1944). 

Climbing Behavior 

In another study of climbing abilities in Peromyscus, Horner 

(1954) found that tail, body, and hind foot length were correlated with 

climbing ability, across subspecies. Because I have chosen subspec~.es 

that are similar with respect to these external morphologies, my 

measures of behavioral components of climbing ability are independent of 

morphology. Consistent variation in climbing ability between subspecies 

must be attributed to differences in motivation to climb, perception of 

height and distance, balance, and/or neuro-muscular coordination. 

Numerous laboratory tests have been used to measure climbing 

behavior (Horner, 1954; Layne, 1970). These measures are 

intercorrelated and are characterized by varying degrees of 

repeatability within an individual. This study focuses on rod climbing, 

the most repeatable measure of climbing available. It was modified from 

the methods of Horner (1954). 

Heritability of Rod Climbing. In this analysis I follow Ehrman 

and Parsons (1981) and Arnold (198la) in treating climbing behavior as a 

continuous, polygenic trait. The behavioral measures have continuous 

frequency distributions within populations that reflect the segregation 

of genes at many loci. Later, I will verify that the first precondition 

for evolutionary change is satisfied: the mice vary in climbing ability 

within and between populations. 
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The second precondition for evolutionary change is a resemblance 

between parents and offspring. For continuous quantitative traits the 

genetic parameter of interest is the additive genetic variance of a 

trait as expressed in the narrow-sense heritability. I estimated 

heritability of rod climbing behavior by offspring-parent regression 

(Falconer, 1981). The climbing behavior of first generation lab-reared 

mice sampled from the woodland habitat of ~ ~ rufinus was measured and 

the mice were randomly crossed to form 71 second generation lab-reared 

families. Three offspring were measured from each family. 

The regressions of mean offspring values on mid-parent, male 

parent, and female parent values produce three estimates of heritability 

(Table 3). All of the regressions are significant (p=O.005, df=69). 

The heritability is equal to the slope of the regression of offspring on 

mid-parent and twice the slope of the regression of offspring on one 

parent. The 95% confidence limits on the heritability (Table 3) are 

calculated from the standard error of the coefficient of regression 

following the methods of Falconer (1981). The difference between the 

male and female parent heritabilities reveals the effect of the maternal 

genotype and/or environment. The results indicate that there is a 

maternal effect that inflates the resemblance between relatives. 

The lower 95% confidence limit of the male parent heritability 

provides a conservative estimate of h2
Lc .247. Heritabi lity of cl imbing 

ability is in the low to moderate range for this population of ~ ~ 

rufinus. Estimates of the heritability of behavior in natural 
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Table 3. Heritability of Climbing Behavior. 

Estimates of the heritability of rod climbing ability of woodland ~ m. 
rufinus. Offspri~-parent regressions (bQ ) and narrow-sense 
heritabilities (h ) for 71 lab raised fam1~ies with 2 offspring per 
family. 

Population mean = 6.41 

Offspring-midparent bop :: h2 = .352 (.077) 

Offspring-male 2(bop ) = h2 = .336 (.089) 

Offspring-female 2(bop ) = h2 = .407 ( .09l) 
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populations are rare but reveal similar levels of genetic variation 

(Caldwell and Hegmann, 1969; Arnold, 1981a). In a diallele study of 

food seeking bahavior that included climbing in Mus musculus, Henderson 

(1970) estimated heritabilities of .21-.35 for the behavior. There is 

additive genetic variance for the climbing trait in natural populations, 

thus the second precondition for.evolution is met. 

Geographic Variation in Rod Climbing. Populations of mice were 

sampled from each of the habitats types within subspecies. Natural 

selection is predicted to produce divergence in traits between 

populations sampled from woodland or forest habitats and populations 

sampled from desert scrub or grassland habitats. Genetic drift is 

predicted to depend on effective population size and to be independent 

of habitat type. Gene flow between popUlations is predicted to reduce 

the divergence of traits between nearby habitats. Alternatively, common 

ancestry of popUlations oc~upying adjacent habitats and a lack of 

response to natural selection due to insufficient genetic variation, 

restrictive pleiotropic correlations, and/or lack of time to respond to 

selection may result in similar trait means in adjacent habitats. 

These predictions are combined in two sets of hypotheses presented in 

Tables 4 and 8. The hypotheses are tested using ~priori contrasts 

(Sokal and Rohlf, 1968) in a one-way ANOVA with populations 1-8 and a 

two-way ANOVA with populations 3-10 (see methods). 

There is no effect of age (96-140 days) or sex on the rod 

climbing scores of the mice so they are combined in the following 

analysis. The results of the one-way ANOVA indicate that there is 

significant differentiation among popuLations in their rod climbing 
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Table 4. Hypotheses of Evolutionary Divergence in a One-way Analysis of 
Variance of Geographic Variation. 

Hierarchical null (Ho:) and alternative (Ha:) hypotheses for testing the 
effects of natural selection, genetic drift, and evolutionary 
constraints on the divergence of population means. The notation for 
subspecies and habitat means (X) is: r=rufinus, s=sonoriensis, m=forest, 
w=woodland, and d=desert. 

A. Comparison of traits between ~ubspecies. 

Ho(A): No divergence in trait means (Xr=Xs). Reject the adaptive 
explanation. Conclude neutral trait with respect to 
proposed natural selection. 

Ha(Al): Divergence in trait means not in predicted direction 
(Xr< Xs). Reject adaptive explanation. Divergence due 
to drift or unspecified natural selection. 

Ha(A2): Divergence in trait means in predicted direction 
(Xr> Xs). Conclude adaptation at subspecies level. 

B. Comparison of means among habitats within subspecies. 

Ho(B): No divergence in trait means (Xrm=Xrw; Xsw=Xsd). 

Ho(Bl): If Ho(A) or Ha(Al) is accepted conclude trait 
neutral with respect to proposed natural selection. 

Ho(B2): If Ha(A2) is accepted conclude that evolution 
by natural selection is constrained in the 
wood land habitat. 

Ha(Bl): Divergence in trait means not in direction predicted 
(Xrm< Xrw; Xsw( Xsd). Reject adaptive explanation. 
Conclude differentiation due to genetic drift or 
unspecified natural selection. 

Ha(B2): Divergence in trait means in direction predicted 
(Xrm)Xrw or Xrm"Xrw; Xsw)Xsd). Conclude local 
adaptation to habitat at population level. 
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Table 5. Rod Climbing Scores of Two Subspecies of ~ maniculatus. 

Mean number (+/-sn) of rods climbed by lab raised deer mice from eight 
populations in two subspecies. 

Location N Climbing score 

A. ~ !!.!. ruf inus 

Little Springs 29 6.86 (0.79) 

Alpine 32 6.65 (0.74) 

Shumway 29 6.37 (0.94) 

Williams 28 6.54 0.01) 

B. ~ !!.!. sonoriensis 

Clark Canyon 29 4.28 (0.88) 

Grapevine 31 4.64 0.02) 

Beatty 31 4.23 0.23) 

Indian Springs 31 3.77 (1.18) 

22 
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abilities (Table 6). The differences in trait means are due to genetic 

differences because the mice from different populations were reared in 

the same laboratory environment. Examination of the ~ priori contrasts 

reveals significant divergence in climbing ability between subspecies 

(Table 7, contrast 1). Populations of rufinus have higher rod-climbing 

scores than sonoriensis (Table 5). Thus hypotheses Ho(A) and Ha(Al) are 

rejected and the hypothesis of subspecies level adaptation (Ha(A2» is 

accepted (Table 4). Combining the climbing scores of these two 

subspecies with the results of Horner's (1954) measurements of six 

subspecies of ~maniculatus produces four semi-arboreal subspecies all 

with higher climbing scores than the four terrestrial subspecies. There 

is a strong correlation between subspecific climbing scores and the 

presence of trees in the environment occupied by the majority of the 

populations in a subspecies. 

Comparison between woodland and forest habitats within the 

subspecies rufinus shows no divergence in climbing trait values (Table 

7, contrast 2). This supports the assumption that natural selection in 

woodland and montane habitats acts to increase climbing ability. Within 

the subspecies sonoriensis there is no divergence between the woodland 

and desert scrub populations (Table 7, contrast 3) although there is a 

trend toward higher climbing scores in woodland habitats (Table 5). The 

alternative hypotheses Ha(Bl) and Ha(B2) are rejected, and, because the 

subspecies are divergent in climbing ability (Ha(A2», Ho(Bl) is 

rejected (Tab le 4). The hypothesis Ho(B2) is accepted: natural 

selection acts on climbing traits in woodland and forest habitats, but 

no significant local adaptation can be demonstrated in woodland 



Table 6. Summary of One-way Analysis of Variance of Rod Climbing. 

A one-way ANOVA of rod climbing scores of eight populations in four 
subspecies x habitat treatments. 

Source DF SS MS F P 

Habitat 3 349.2 116.40 118.2 0.0001 

Within 236 232.4 Q.98 

Total 239 581.6 

Table 7. Contrasts of Rod Climbing Scores. 

A. priori contrasts (C1-C4) of mean climbing scores (sample size N) by 
subspecies and habitat. The one-way ANOVA design is the same as in 
Table 6 with 236 d.f. for the pooled error variance in the contrast. 

Habitat N Climbing C1 C2 C3 C4 

A. P. m. rufinus 

Forest 61 6.75 .5 1 o o 

Woodland 57 6.46 .5 -1 o 1 

B. P. m. sonoriensis 

Woodland 60 4.47 -.5 o 1 -1 

Desert 62 4.01 -.5 o -1 o 

T value 18.5 1.6 2.6 10.8 

T probability 0.001 0.11 0.06 0.001 

24 
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populations of sonoriensis occupying mountaintops that are surrounded by 

desert scrub. 

In the Little Colorado drainage of northern Arizona populations 

of P. maniculatus occupying desert grassland habitat that are surrounded 

by woodland populations of ~!l!.!.. rufinus. These populations (Table 9) 

were not inc luded in the or ig ina 1, experimenta 1 des ign because their 

suspecific status is in question (Dice, 1938). Because they have a 

light coat color they have been placed in the subspecies sonoriensis 

(Osgood, 1909; Cockrum, 1960). However, ref lectance spectrometry 

measurements have revealed that their coat color is not identical to 

sonoriensis. Although they are buff colored, desert adapted mice, the 

tone of color on the sides is more similar to rufinus than sonoriensis 

(Dice, 1938). These mice are also intermediate between the two 

subspecies with respect to other morphological features. Because of 

their geographic location any gene flow into these populations must come 

from woodland rufinus populations. 

Populations sampled from the Little Colorado grassland (Table 9) 

are combined with the rufinus populations to form a set of 

geographically close populations that are potentially connected by gene 

flow. This set is compared with the sonoriensis woodland and desert 

populations in a two-way ANOVA of cl imbing abi lity (Tab le 10). 

Inclusion of the Little Colorado with the woodland rufinus populations 

as a set of aggregated populations provides a reciprocal comparison with 

the sonoriensis woodland mountaintop populations surrounded by desert 

scrub populations. The hypotheses tested are similat' to those for the 
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Table 8. Hypotheses of Evolutionary Divergence in a Two-way Analysis of 
Variance of Geographic Variation. 

Hierarchical null (Ho:) and alternative (Ba:) hypotheses for testing the 
effects of natural selection, genetic drift, and evolutionary 
constraints on the divergence of population means (X) in a two-way 
ANOVA. The aggregate populations potentially connected by gene flow are 
located in Arizona (a) and Nevada (n). The local habitats within each 
population aggregate are woodlands (w) and desert scrub/grasslands (d). 
The hypotheses pertain to the two main effects and their interaction in 
the ANOVA. 

A. Aggregate population effect. 

Ho(A): No divergence in trait means (Xa=Xn). Reject the 
adaptive explanation. Conclude neutral trait with 
respect to proposed natural selection. 

Ba(Al): Divergence in trait means not in predicted direction 
(Xa< Xn). Reject adaptive explanation. Divergence due 
to genetic drift or unspecified natural selection. 

Bs(A2): Divergence in trait means in direction predicted 
(Xa) Xn). Conclude adaptation in aggregate population. 

B. Local habitat effect. 

Bo(B): No divergence in trait means (XawaXad;Xnw=Xnd). 
Ho(B1): If Ho(A) or Ha(Al) is accepted conclude neutral 

trait with respect to proposed natural selection. 
Bo(B2): If Ha(A2) is accepted conclude that evolution 

by natural selection is constrained in the 
local habitat. 

Ba(Bl): Divergence in trait means not in direction predicted 
(Xaw<Xad; Xnw<Xnd). Reject adaptive explanation. 

Ha(B2): Divergence in trait means in direction predicted 
(Xaw) Xad; Xnw>Xnd). Conclude adaptation to local 
habitat at population level. 



Table 9. Rod Climbing Scores of Deer Mice from the Little Colorado. 

Mean rod climbing scores (+/-SD) and deviation from the median for two 
populations from desert grassland habitat in the Little Colorado 
drainage. The subspecific status of these mice is in question. 

Location 

Holbrook 

Winslow 

Grand 
Mean 

N 

15 

11 

26 

Climbing score 

6.23 

5.91 

6.07 

(1.24) 

(1.44) 

Deviation 

0.977 

1.109 

Tab le 10. Two-way Analysis of Variance of Rod Climbing. 
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Two-way ANOVA of rod climbing scores in woodland, desert scrub, and 
desert grassland populations (including the Little Colorado). A test of 
divergence of means between local habitats (woodland and desert) and 
between aggregate populations potentially connected by gene flow in 
Arizona and Nevada. 

Aggregate populations 

Local habitat Arizona Nevada Grand mean 

Woodland 6.37 4.28 
6.54 4.64 5.46 

Desert 6.23 4.23 
5.91 3.77 5.04 

Grand mean 6.26 4.23 
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Table 11. Summary of Two-way Analysis of Variance of Rod Climbing. 

Two-way ANOVA of rod climbing scores of aggregated populations by local 
habitat. The design is the same as in Table 10 and the hypotheses 
tested are outlined in Table 8. 

Source DF SS MS F P 

Aggregate 3 8.262 8.262 140.03 0.0001 

Local habitat 1 0.357 0.357 6.05 0.06 

Interaction 1 0.003 0.003 0.05 ns 

Within 4 0.236 0.059 

Total 7 8.852 



subspecies comparison in the preceding analysis except that I test 

aggregate adjacent populations from Arizona and Nevada rather than 

subspecies (Table 8). If evolution is constrained the Little Colorado 

populations should have climbing scores similar to the woodland 

populations that surround them (Table 8). 

The two-way ANOVA is highly significant (Table 11, p=O.OOOl). 
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Again, the greatest divergence is associated with the habitat occupied 

by the majority of the aggregate populations (Table 8; Ha(A2». 

Aggregate populations in Arizona have higher climbing scores than those 

in Nevada (Table 10). The effect of local habitat on climbing ability 

and the interaction of local habitat and aggregate habitat are not 

significant (Table 11) so I reject the alternative hypotheses (Ha(B». 

Because Ha(A2) is accepted, I accept the second null hypothesis (Ho(B2), 

that evolution in local habitats within the aggregate populations is 

constrained (Table 8). However, there is a trend toward reduced 

climbing ability in the populations sampled from the Little Colorado and 

a trend toward higher rod climbing scores in woodland sonoriensis 

populations that suggests a small evolutionary response to local habitat 

(Table 11, p-O.06). As in the one-way ANOVA, the hypothesis that 

phenotypes in a local habitat are determined soley by natural selection 

is rejected and the hypothesis that evolutionary change is constrained 

is accepted. This is not to say that natural selection is not 

operating, since there is large scale adaptation; rather, some 

populations are constrained in their response to natural selection. 

The validity of the preceding analyses of variance is dependent 

upon several assumptions. The most important assumption is that the 
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samples are taken from populations with normally distributed traits and 

homogeneous variances (Sokal and Rohlf, 1968). This assumption is 

tested with Cochrans C and Bartlett-Box F tests for homogeneity of 

variance. The tests reveal significant inhomogeneity of variances among 

treatments (habitats) (Cochrans C=0.376, Bart lett-Box F=4.188; p=0.006). 

The tests are known to be very sensitive to deviations from normality 

(Sokal and Rohlf, 1968), but, as will be shown in more rigorous tests of 

variance, some populations have significantly different variances. 

The violation of the assumption of homogeneous variances in the 

analysis of variance may affect the conclusions of the F-tests and the ~ 

priori contrasts. A nonparametric test, Kruskal-Wallis, is used to test 

the same hypotheses without the restrictive assumptions about trait 

distributions (Siegel, 1956). The results are highly significant (Chi

squarec 151.1, df=7, p=O.OOOl). The same pattern of differentiation 

among populations is revealed by the parametric ANOVA and the 

nonparametr.ic Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA by ranks. Thus the inhomogeneity of 

variances does not affect the results of the ~ priori contrasts in this 

application of the analysis of variance. 

Within Population Variance and Gene Flow. Has gene flow between 

habitats restricted the response of climbing traits to natural selection 

in woodland sonoriensis populations? This question is addressed by 

assessing the effects of gene flow and selection, on the variance of 

traits within populations. Natural selection, whether directional or 

stabilizing, tends to decrease within population variance each 

generation (Falconer, 1981; Lande, 1977, 1978). The loss of variance 

increases as the within population variance increases because more of 
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the trait values of the population fall in the low fitness tails of the 

selection function. Gene flow between populations with different trait 

means tends to increase within population variance (Slatkin, 1978; 

Bulmer, 1971). However, as the maintained within population variance 

increases the effect of the input of variance due to gene flow is 

reduced. Natural selection is predicted to be strongest in the forest 

and woodland habitats and relaxed in the desert scrub and grassland 

habitats. Using the known population densities within habitats and the 

geography of habitat distributions, net gene flow is predicted to move 

from forest to woodland habitats in rufinus and from desert scrub to 

forest and woodland habitats in sonoriensis. 

The influences of natural selection and gene flow are combined and 

are used to predict the equilibrial variance in populations occupying 

different habitats (Grant and Price, 1981). If natural selection is the 

major determinant of variance, the forest and woodland populations 

should have lower variances than the desert scrub habitats. If gene 

flow is strong enough to override selection, the within population 

variance in desert scrub habitats should be less than the variance 

within forest and woodland populations. 

The within population variance is the total phenotypic variance 

of the trait. This is composed of the genetic variance, genotype x 

environment interaction variance, and environmental variance. Because 

the mice were raised in a common environment, differences in variance 

among populations must be due primarily to differences in the genetic 

and genotype x environment interaction variance. 

Comparisons of the within population variance are performed with 
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an analysis of variance following Levene (1960) and Schultz (1983). The 

absolute deviations in climbing score, of each individual, from the 

median of the population are calculated in the following equation: 

Yik = Xik - Mik (1.1) 

where Xik is the value for the ith individual in population k and Mk is 

the median of population k. The ,mean dev iations are entered into an 

AN OVA. Differences in the average deviation from the median translate 

into differences in the variance (Levene 1960). The design used is 

identical to the one-way ANOVA used to test the mean rod climbing 

scores. 

There is significant variation among habitats in the within 

population variance (Table 13, pa O.002). Comparisons among habitats 

with ~priori contrasts indicate that the desert scrub populations have 

significantly greater deviations from the median than all of the 

woodland and forest populations (Table 12, contrasts 1 and 3). This is 

consistent with the hypothesis of relaxed selection in desert scrub and 

low gene f low between populations. The small geographic area occupied 

by mountaintop populations of sonoriensis is not sufficient to serve as 

a source of dispersal into the far more extensive desert populations. 

Because the Little Colorado populations are represented by small sample 

sizes (11 and 15), they were not included in this analysis. The large 

variances in these populations are consistent with high gene flow and/or 

relaxed selection. 

There are several reasons that this variance analysis may not be 
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Table 12. Levene Variance Analysis of Rod Climbing. 

Test of within population variance using ~ priori contrasts (C1-C4) in a 
Levene one-way ANOVA. Mean rod climbing deviation from the median of 
each population and sample size within habitats. Design as in Tables 6 
and 7. 

Habitat N Deviation C1 C2 C3 C4 

A. P. m. ruf inus 

Forest 61 0.636 .5 1 0 0 

Woodland 57 0.794 .5 -1 0 1 

B. P. m. sonoriensis 

Woodland 60 0.827 -.5 0 1 -1 

Desert 62 1.033 -.5 0 -1 0 

T value 3.17 1.64 2.18 0.33 

T probability 0.002 0.10 0.03 0.74 

Table 13. Summary of Levene Variance Analysis of Rod Cl imbing. 

Levene one-way ANOVA of rod climbing deviations from the median within 
populations in four habitat x subspecies treatments. 

Source DF 

Habitat 3 

Within 236 

Total 239 

SS 

4.935 

64.804 

69.739 

MS 

1.645 

0.275 

F p 

5.99 0.006 
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an adequate test of the effects of gene flow. First, in contrast to an 

assumption of the equilibrial variance model, natural selection does not 

always reduce within population variance. Strong selection can disrupt 

a canalized trait and release hidden variation (Levin, 1970). However, 

this is unlikely to affect variation in climbing traits because the 

absence of small-scale local adat>tation suggests that selection is 

moderate or weak. Second, the assumption of an equilibrial variance may 

be violated within habitats or between generations. If gene flow and 

natural selection change at different rates the variance will not be at 

an equilibrium. Third, gene flow into a population increases the 

variance of a trait only when the means of the exchanging populations 

are sufficiently divergent (Slatkin, 1978). When the within population 

variance is as great as the between population variance, gene flow will 

not increase the variance. Because these last two factors cannot be 

addressed at present, the variance analysis should be accepted with 

caution. 

However, there are other lines of evidence that indicate that 

gene flow is not strong. Differences among populations in ear length 

and skull morphology (this study; Dice, 1944; Sumner, 1918) are the 

result of genetic drift. If gene flow were strong enough to prevent 

divergence in climbing it would also constrain differentiation by drift. 

Theoretical analyses of the balance between selection (s) and gene flow 

(m) reveal that gene f low must be on the order of magnitude of m) s for 

it to change the mean and variance of a population (Felsenstein, 1976; 

Endler, 1977; Slatkin, 1978). The available evidence suggests that gene 



flow is not strong enough to overcome spatial variation in natural 

selection. 

General Discussion 
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In the subspecies ~ ~ rufinus and sonoriensis spatial 

evolution has occurred by the processes of natural selection and genetic 

drift. Although natural selection on climbing ability in forested 

habitats does not appear to be strong it has produced subspecies level 

adaptation. However, the climbing ability of populations on isolated 

mountaintops and in the Little Colorado drainage, although slightly 

divergent from populations in adjacent habitats, has not evolved in 

response to natural selection to the degree expected from the observed 

subspecies level adaptation. Thus, evolution in these populations is 

constrained. In Nevada, woodland populations that are surrounded by 

desert habitat have responded only slightly to natural oelection for 

better climbing and for a coat color that matches the background 

substrate. In Arizona, desert grassland populations that are surrounded 

by woodland habitat have evolved the predicted match between coat color 

and substrate but have not lost climbing ability despite the relaxed or 

reversed selection that is observed in desert scrub habitats. There are 

many potential explanations for this pattern, some of which are imbedded 

in the hypotheses that have been tested. In the following section I 

will discuss the evidence supporting the various explanations. Each 

must address the initial establishment of similar phenotypes in adjacent 

habitats and the subsequent lack of evolutionary divergence between 

habitats. 
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Gene Flow and Colonization 

Contemporary gene exchange provides a ready explanation of the 

phenotypic similarities between populations and the lack of response to 

natural selection in certain habitats. Evidence from the observed 

divergence in morphological traits among populations and the low within 

population variance in woodland sonoriensis does not support this 

hypothesis. In addition, if gene f low is constraining evolution in the 

Little Colorado populations, it must be strong enough to impede 

selection against climbing but weak enough so that selection for 

background matching can maintain coat color divergence between the two 

habitats. There is only a narrow range of gene flow values that is 

likely to satisfy simultaneously the selection-migration balances of the 

two traits, with opposite effects. 

Indirect estimates of gene flow have been reported for several 

species of Peromyscus. Rasmussen (1964) used observations of dispersal 

in a natural population (Howard, 1949) and the distribution of a rare 

biochemical polymorphism to in P. !!!!.. bairdi and gracilis to estimate the 

effective neighborhood size. Both methods indicated that neighborhood 

size was small, so gene flow was low. Slatkin (1985a) used rare allele 

distributions to estimate gene flow rates (Nm) in two species of 

Peromyscus. P. ca lifornicus exhibited intermediate to high levels of 

gene flow (~-2.2) whereas ~ polionotus had very low estimates of gene 

flow (Nm."'0.31). Low gene flow is defined as Nm. 2.0. With the exception 

of ~californicus. estimates of gene flow rates are low to moderate iu 

species of Peromyscus. 
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Perhaps the best perspective on the role of gene flow as an 

evolutionary constraint is provided by a study of spatial variation in 

coat color in another desert subspecies, P. ~ blandus. Selection has 

produced divergence in coat color between populations of ~~b1andus 

on soils of different color that are 14 miles apart, but not between 

populations on different colored.substrates only four miles apart 

(Blair, 1947a). There were no geographical barriers between the 

populations, so Blair's study provides an estimate of the 

microdifferentiation that can occur in the presence of gene flow. The 

effects of gene flow as an effective homogenizing force in opposing 

selection are limited to a very local scale in this sUbspecies. The 

populations I have sampled are at least 40 miles apart so, although gene 

flow may have an effect on the evolution of climbing ability, it is 

probably not sufficient to account for the large scale differences in 

response to selection that are observed in this study. 

Another potential source of genetic exchange occurs in the 

process of local extinction and subsequent recolonization from source 

populations in adjacent habitats (ie: common ancestry). This form of 

gene flow is rarely studied but is of particular interest because it has 

the combined effect of homogenizing gene pools and of enhancing 

differentiation through sampling drift in the founder populationc 

(Slatkin, 1977, 1985b; Maruyama and Kimura, 1980). Similarities between 

populations, due to common ancestry, may persist if there is no 

subsequent genetic drift and local natural selection or if constraining 

factors such as antagonistic pleiotropy and insufficient time to respond 

to selection prevent divergence between populations. This form of gene 



flow is consistent with the pattern of differentiation that I observed 

and accounts for the similarity in phenotypes between habitats as well 

as the genetic drift within habitats. Fluctuations in populations of 

deer mice are often extreme (French et al., 1975). In addition deer 

mice are highly opportunistic in colonizing disturbed areas. The 

combination of these two features of their ecology could produce the 

type of extinction-colonization dynamics that would promote gene flow 

among some popul~ltions and genetic drift in others. This possibility 

needs to be explored in future research. 

Pleistocene Events 
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Natural selection on coat color and climbing ability that is 

associated with forests has undoubtedly changed over the last 12,000 

years as the climate in the Southwest has become more arid. In the late 

Pleistocene, pinyon-juniper woodlands extended to lower elevations 

creating an almost continuous belt of trees across the plateau region 

encompassed by this study and across the contemporary deserts of 

Southern California, Nevada and Arizona (VanDevender and Spaulding, 

1979; Spaulding et al., 1983; Wells, 1983). In addition, the upper and 

lower limits of montane forests were shifted to lower elevations. With 

the beginning of the Holocene, 10,000-12,000 years ago, the climate 

rapidly became arid. As the woodlands receeded to higher elevations, 

desert scrub and grassland habitats expanded into the lower elevation 

drainages and plateaus of Nevada and Arizona. The changes in woodland 

distribution on the Colorado plateau have resulted in a temporal 

reversal of natural selection on climbing in many regions. In the late 
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Pleistocene, most deer mouse populations were living in woodlands and 

forests. At the beginning of the Holocene, desert invaded the region 

and populations in southern Arizona and Nevada experienced a relaxation 

in natural selection. 

The Pleistocene events provide several historical hypotheses 

that can account for the similarities in climbing phenotypes between 

populations in adjacent habitats. In one scenario, populations had 

similar phenotypes during the pluvial periods as a result of natural 

selection in woodlands and forests. As populations experienced 

increased aridity and the loss of trees, climbing ability was lost by 

drift and/or weak selection against climbing. Selection for background 

matching caused a light coat color phenotype to increase. The Little 

Colorado populations have probably been exposed to desert habitat for a 

shorter period of time, and hence have not lost as much climbing ability 

as populations of sonoriensis. Alternatively, sonoriensis may have 

evol ved in lowe levation and/or southern desert refugia during the late 

Pleistocene and invaded Nevada as the desert expanded upward and 

northward. 'Ihis is unlikely because ~ l!!!.. blandus is a desert adapted 

subspecies whose range extends into the area of the proposed desert 

refugia. It is morphologically distinct from sonoriensis and rufinus, 

as would be expected for subspecies that were isolated for long periods 

of time. The absence of significant morphological differences between 

sonoriensis and rufinus suggests recent divergence of these subspecies. 

The large scale'changes in habitat distribution accompanying the 

Pleistocene climatic fluctuations have strongly inf luenced the 

distribution and morphology of small mammals in the southwest (Hall, 
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1946; Durrant, 1952; Brown, 1978; Patterson, 1981). Subspecies of 

cricetid, heteromyid, and geomyid rodents apparently have retained 

morphological variations that ref lect their historical isolation during 

the glacial periods of the pleistocene in Nevada and Utah (Hall, 1946; 

Durrant, 1952). In the Great Basin, heteromyid and cricetid rodents, 

including P. maniculatus. have r~tained coat color adaptations to dark 

colored Pleistocene lake shorelines (Durrant, 1952). Given the 

persistence of morphological variants established during the latest 

Pleistocene, particularly of coat color which is known be sensitive to 

selection (Blair, 1947a; Dice, 1947), it is not surprising that 

Pleistocene effects might also influence the distribution of traits 

associated with climbing behavior. 

It is not possible to test the historical hypotheses in this 

study, but they should all have the same effects on the high rod 

climbing scores in the Little Colorado grasslands and the low rod 

climbing scores on Nevada mountaintops. If populations of deer mice, 

adapted to woodlands, remained in the Little Colorado drainage as it 

changed to desert grassland or if the Holocene grassland was colonized 

by mice from woodland populations, the similar climbing phenotypes can 

be attributed to common ancestry. Additionally, if P.m. sonoriensis 

evolved from rufinus as the desert encroached or if sonoriensis expanded 

into Nevada from an isolated desert refugium, the similar phenotypes on 

Nevada mountaintops and in adjacent desert lowlands are due to 

colonization of the mountains from desert sc~,b populations and, hence, 

common ancestry. 
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Natural Selection 

Natural selection has played a role in the differentiation of 

climbing traits among populations. If it is assumed that the traits of 

P. !!k rufinus and sonoriensis have diverged from initially similar 

values and the divergence is the result of consistent but contrasting 

selection pressures in different. habitats, then it is possible to 

estimate the rate of divergence in climbing ability and the intensity of 

natural selection that is sufficient to account for the divergence. 

Estimates can be calculated for the divergence between subspecies and 

between habitats within sUbspecies. 

If selection is consistent in sign each generation and 

heritability has been roughly equivalent to its current value, the total 

response to selection, pooled over generations, can be partitioned into 

the avarage change per generation. The intensity of selection is 

estimated using the total response to selection (Falconer, 1981; Endler, 

1986) : 

(1.2) 

where R is the cumulative deviation of the selected offspring from the 

popUlation initial mean, v is the variance, i is the selection 

intensity, and h2 is the heritability. The divergence between 

subspecies, R, is 2.75, the heritability is conservatively estimated to 

be 0.20, and the average variance is 1.0 (Tab le 5). Using these 

parameter values, the selection intensity for the pooled response over 

all generations since the subspecies diverged is 13.75. The average 

selection intensity within a generation is estimated by dividing this 

value by the number of generations since divergence. The intensity of 
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selection per generation ranges from 0.138 for 100 generations to 

0.00069 for 20,000 generations. A moderate estimate for 10,000 

generations or approximately 5,000 years is 0.00138. 
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Using the same method for the divergence of the Little Colorado 

populations from the woodland rufinus populations, where R is 0.53, 

yields an estimated pooled se lec.tion intensity of 2.65. Given the 

observed response, if lack of sufficient time to respond to natural 

selection is the only factor constraining evolution in the Little 

Colorado populations, the populations must have been exposed to 

selection in the desert grassland habitat for one fifth the time of 

sonoriensis populations. Thus if the subspecies have diverged over a 

period of 10,000 years, the Little Colorado populations must have been 

exposed to the desert grassland for only 2,000 years. This does not fit 

with the probable date of establishment of desert habitats in the Little 

Colorado drainage. Either the Little Colorado was colonized by woodland 

mice after the shift in climate and habitat, the subspecies started to 

diverge before the Pleistocene-Holocene transition, or evolution is also 

constrained by other factors. 

The divergence between woodland mountaintop and desert scrub 

populations of sonoriensis is due to selection for climbing ability in 

woodland habitats since the mountaintops were undoubtedly colonized by 

mice with desert adapted pelage coloration. The total response to 

selection is 0.467 and the pooled selection intensity is 2.33. The 

selection intensity for and against climbing is comparable in strength 

for mountaintop sonoriensis and Little Colorado populations, 

respectively, if selection has operated in both habitats for the same 



period of time. If the mountaintops were colonized more recently than 

the desert grasslands, the intensity of selection for cltmbing in 

woodlands is greater than the selection against climbing in desert 

habitats. 

A second estimate of the difference in natural selection 

experienced by desert and woodland populations of sonoriensis is 

provided by the proportional change in variance (Endler, 1986): 
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j = Vd-Vw!Vd 0.3) 

where V is the variance in desert (d) and woodland (w) populations. 

Natural selection in the woodlands has reduced the within population 

variance. The pooled effect of selection (j) is 0.369. This is a 

significant measure of selection (F-test, df=59,60; pa O.05). Again the 

intensity of selection within a generation is dependent on the number of 

generations that woodland populations have been exposed to selection for 

enhanced climbing ability. The same analysis cannot be performed on the 

Little Colorado populations because sample sizes are small. Even if the 

observed response to selection has occurred in a short period of time, 

the estimates of natural selection on climbing ability (i, j) indicate 

that it is relatively weak in comparison to estimates of selection 

intensities for a wide variety of other traits in natural populations 

(Endler, 1986). Consistent natural selection within habitats, over long 

periods of time, seems neccesary to account for the evolutionary 

divergence of cltmbing traits among habitats and subspecies. 
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Genetic Drift 

In this analysis genetic drift has served as the null hypothesis 

of evolutionary change. Sampling drift usually produces differentiation 

on a smaller spatial scale than natural selection (Cain, 1971; Endler, 

1977). The size of the differentiated units in a continuous habitat is 

dependent on the gene flow dista~ce and the effective neighborhood size. 

Genetic drift and gene f low, in the absence of spatial variation in 

natural selection, can produce variation among populations within a 

habitat that is as great asl the variation between habitats. In 

addition, the two processesl can produce differentiation that is random 
I 

with respect to habitats. ~rbe ANOVA's applied to the natural experiment 

in this study are capable 0lf detecting either form of genetic drift. 

Although genetic drift is the null hypothesis against which 

alternatives (including natural selection) are tested, genetic drift and 

natural selection are not mtl,tuallY exclusive processes. Drift in small 

populations or founder events can produce disproportionate 

representation of a phenotype and natural selection can drive the 

phenotype to higher frequencies (Wright, 1949; Felsenstein, 1976). Indeed 

this combined proce:ss may produce more rapid change than either process 

acting by itself, especially if natural selection is not strong. There 

is considerable evidence suggesting that drift is a frequent cause of 

evolutionary change in deer mice (Wright, 1978; Whittam, 1981). Drift may 

have enhanced the process of divergence between woodland and desert 

subspecies, but it is e~ident that selection is the major determinant of 

differentiation because the within subspecies variance is small and the 

between subspecies variance is large (Table 6 and 11). 
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Summary 

The analysis of geographic variation in climbing ability has 

revealed an interesting pattern of spatial evolution. The majority of 

populations within a subspecies respond to natural selection on climbing 

ability. However, where adjacent habitats have contrasting selection 

regimes, local adaptation in climbing is constrained. In contrast, 

background matching in pelage color has evolved in some of the 

populations, where adaptation in climbing is constrained. It is 

difficult to understand how the factors that have constrained one trait 

have not impeded evolution in another trait. Genetic exchange between 

woodland and desert populations, by extinction and colonization, 

provides the best explanation for the origin of similar phenotypes in 

adjacent habitats. Insufficient time to respond to selection in desert 

grasslands and woodland mountaintops is a potential constraint on 

evolution but it does not fit with the estimates of selection 

intensities. The problem that remains is to determine why the 

populations have not responded more to post-Pleistocene natural 

selection. 

Quantitative genetic analyses and tests of variance (Table 12; 

Chapter 2) indicate that gene flow from neighboring habitats and lack of 

additive genetic variation within popUlations probably are not the 

factors that constrain populations in their response to natural 

selection. In a companion paper (Chapter 2) I present estimates of the 

genetic correlations between climbing ability and external morphology. 

There are negative correlations between climbing behavior and foot 
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length in mountaintop populations of ~ m. sonoriensis. Selection on 

climbing ability may produce correlated changes in foot length that 

result in deviations from a local morphological optimum. If foot length 

is under stabilizing selection, this genetic correlation has the 

potential to slow the rate of evolution in climbing behavior. 

Antagonistic pleiotropy is a particularly important evolutionary 

constraint when selection on a trait is weak, as indicated in this study 

of climbing behavior in deer mice. 

This study has revealed a pattern of evolution that is different 

from the simplistic expectations of behavioral adaptation. The 

distribution of climbing traits is not fully congruent with the spatial 

pattern of natural selection. Local populations have traits that are 

not at their expected selective optima. Adaptation to the environment 

only occurs on a large spatial scale. Similarities in trait values 

between habitats appear to be due to infrequent colonization events 

rather than contemporary gene flow. Evolution on a local level is 

constrained, perhaps by antagonistic pleiotropy and lack of sufficient 

time to respond to natural selection. This suggests that long periods 

of consistent selection may be necessary to produce the patterns of 

adaptation to local habitat that are so often assumed by behavioral 

ecologists and evolutionary biologists. This pattern of evolution may 

be a general feature of traits that are not under strong natural 

selection. The complex interactions of adaptive and nonadaptive change 

and the constraints that may operate on a spatial scale can only be 

elucidated by testing alternative hypotheses that isolate the effects of 



the evolutionary processes in natural populations. Studies of this 

nature in a wide variety of traits are needed to extend our 

understanding of evolution. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GENETIC VARIANCE AND COVARIANCE OF MORPHOLOGICAL 
AND BEHAVIORAL TRAITS OF PEROMYSCUS MANICULATUS 

Introduction 

Evolutionary change in a polygenic trait is highly dependent on 

the heritability of the trait and the trait's genetic covariance with 

other characters. Because these are population specific attributes that 

determine the rate and direction of evolution, differences between 

populations in additive genetic variance and covariance may lead to 

unique local responses to similar evolutionary forces. The effect that 

genetic correlations have in constraining evolutionary change is a 

subject of much importance for evolutionary biologists (Antonovics, 1976; 

Falconer, 1981; Rose, 1982; Silander, 1985; Endler, 1986; Mitchell-Olds, 

1986). The results of several field studies indicate that pleiotropy may 

impede adaptation or bring about correlated changes with no selective 

value (Lande, 1979; Arnold, 1981a; Hegmann and Dingle, 1982; Silander, 

1985). 

In a study of tree climbing ability in Peromyscus maniculatus 

(Chapter 1), I discovered patterns of geographic variation in climbing 

behavior that indicated the reponse to natural selection on climbing 

ability was constrained in some environments. There are two quantitative 

genetic constraints that may affect the evolution of climbing behavior: 

1) the lack of sufficient additive genetic variance in climbing behavior 

for natural selection to act on within a population, and 2) the 
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existence of antagonistic pleiotropy or restrictive genetic correlations 

between climbing behavior and other evolving traits. In this paper I 

present estimates of additive genetic variance and covariance for 

behavioral and morphological traits in two sUbspecies of ~maniculatus 

and determine if their magnitude and direction are sufficient for them 

to constrain the evolution of cl~mbing ability. 

In a quantitative genetic analysis, the phenotypic variance (Vp) 

of a continuous polygenic trait is partitioned into the genetic variance 

(Vg) and the environmental variance (Ve). The genetic variance in a 

population is subdivided further into the additive (Va)' dominance (Vd)' 

and interaction (Vi) variance. The additive genetic, or breeding value, 

variance determines the resemblance between relatives. Hence, this 

parameter is the most important in predicting evolutionary change. If 

the heritability (h2=Va/Vp) is known and the trait is uncorrelated with 

other traits, the response (R) to a selection differential (S) is 

determined by the equation: R=Sh2• However, if the trait is correlated 

to other evolving traits, the response to selection is dependent on the 

covariance between the traits and the magnitude of change in the 

correlated traits (Falconer, 1981). The covariance ref lects the degree of 

linkage and pleiotropy of genes underlying variation in two characters. 

If selection is weak, linkage is transitory and most of the covariance 

is due to pleitropy (Falconer, 1981). The additive genetic correlation 

between two traits measures the proportion of variance in traits that is 

due to common additive effects of genes. The correlation (rG) is usually 

expressed as a ratio of the genetic covariance (COVa) to the geometric 

mean of the gentic variances of the characters. 
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The two evolutionary constraints are interrelated. Antagonistic 

pleiotropy is similar to a lack of genetic variation because the genetic 

variation available in a correlation is not in the correct direction, on 

a scale of trait values, to support a response to natural selection 

(Nei, 1983; Mitchell-Olds, 1986). There are severa 1 views on the 

origins of the constraints. Firs,t, they may simp ly be characteristics 

of different populations that do not have a common cause. Second, 

additive genetic variance may be reduced to low levels by long term 

selection (Falconer, 1981). The reduction in variance is proportional 

to the strength of selection. Third, negative genetic correlations or 

antagonistic pleiotropy may be a consequence of simultaneous selection 

on two traits if directional selection exhausts positive covariation 

(Antonovics, 1976; Falconer, 1981; Lande, 1982; Rose, 1982). The last 

two hypotheses are not mutually exclusive. 

Although several theoretical and empirical studies support the 

hypothesis that strong natural selection leads to the development of 

quantitative genetic constraints (Lande, 1982; Rose, 1982; Service and 

Rose, 1985; Silander, 1985), studies of populations sampled from the field 

have found moderate heritabilities of fitness traits and, occasionally, 

positive genetic correlations (uon-antagonistic pleiotropy) among 

characters (Rose and Charlesworth, 1981; Boag, 1983; Istock, 1983; 

Price, 1984; Bell, 1984; Mitchell-Olds, 1986). ·There is no consistent 

development of quantitative genetic constraints in populations, 

particularly for traits that are not directly linked to fitness and/or 

that have not undergone strong directional selection (Antonovics, 1976; 

Arnold, 1981a; Lofsvold, 1986). More studies of genetic correlations in 



populations subject to a wide range of selection intensities are 

necessary before any general conclusions can be made. 
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In this paper I estimate genetic variances and covariances for 

ear length, foot length, tai 1 length, and a measure of climbing behav ior 

(referred to as rod climbing) in two subspecies of Peromyscus 

maniculatus. Deer mice in the s~bspecies ~ ~ rufinus occupy forest and 

woodland habitats and are significantly better climbers than mice in the 

subspecies ~ ~ sonoriensis. ~ ~ sonoriensis occupies, for the most 

part, desert scrub habitat's but also occurs in woodland habitats on 

isolated mountaintops surrounded by desert scrub (Chapter 1). The 

distribution of the climbing trait, in replicated populations sampled 

within each subspecies, is consistent with the hypothesis that natural 

selection in forests and woodlands has produced subspecies level 

adaptation in climbing. However, although the climbing ability of 

populations of ~ ~ sonoriensis in woodland habitats is greater than 

the adjacent desert scrub populations, it has not evolved in response to 

natural selectiou to the degree expected from the observed subspecies 

level adaptation. I use offspring-parent regressions to calculate 

quantitative genetic variances and covariances for traits in laboratory 

populations. The populations were derived from adults of both subspecies 

that were captured in isolated, geographically distant woodland 

habitats. The genetic parameters are compared to determine if 

quantitative genetic constraints are restricting a response to selection 

on climbing ability in the woodland popUlations of P. ~ sonoriensis. 
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Materials and Methods 

Study Areas 

The laboratory population of ~!l!.!.. rufinus was established from 

adults trapped in Great Basin conifer woodland in Arizona (Lowe, 1964). 

Thirteen families were established from mice captured at Shumway, Navajo 

Co., Arizona, elevation, 1830 m, and measured in a study of geographic 

variation (Chapter 1). Fifty-eight families were derived from mice 

trapped 15 miles N. of Williams, Coconino Co., Arizona, at an elevation 

of 2000 m. Of these, 14 families were established from mice measured in 
'II 

the study of geographic variation (Chapter 1). The trapping sites were 

on S. facing hillsides with lava rock outcrops, abundant Pinus edulis 

and Juniperou~ osteosperma, and occasional Pinus ponderosa. The 

population of ~~ sonoriensis was derived from adults trapped in Great 

Basin conifer woodland in Nevada. Twelve famil ies were establ iShed from 

mice captured 4 1an N.W. of Grapevine Peak, Nye Co., Nevada, 2075 m, and 

measured in the study of geographic variation (Chapter 1). Twenty-six 

families were derived from adults captured in Clark Canyon, Clark Co., 

Nevada, elevation 2400 m. Of these, 14 families were established from 

mice measured in Chapter 1. The trapping sites were on N.W. and S.W. 

facing slopes, respectively, with Pinus monophylla, Juniperus utahensis, 

and Pinus ponderosa. In addition to the Pinus and Juniperus species, the 

Great Basin conifer woodland is characterized by Quercus gambeli, 

Cercocarpus intricatus, ~ ledifolius, Cowania mexicana, Berberis 

fremonti, Artemesia tridentata, and Chrysothamnus spp. In Nevada this 

community also includes Arctostaphyllos and Ribes sp. 
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Breeding Methods 

Adult mice trapped in the field were randomly crossed with 

individuals from the same sUbspecies. The first generation of lab reared 

offspring was used as the parental generation. One offspring from each 

family was measured (see below) and then randomly crossed with a mouse 

of opposite sex from another family. The offspring (second generation 

born in lab) from the parental crosses were measured and the regression 

of offspring trait values on parent trait values was used in the 

quantitative genetic analysis. 

Offspring were isolated from their parents after weaning 

(approximately 20 days after birth) and housed in single sex groups of 

two to three. All mice were maintained in an animal breeding room at the 

University of Arizona under uniform conditions. Adult pairs and single 

sex groups were housed in seperate 20 x 20 x 28 cm plastic cages with 

sawdust and abundant cotton for nest material. Ad libitum water and food 

(mouse chow) was available in each cage. The light regime was maintained 

at l4L:lOD. The mice were handled gently to reduce excitibility and were 

transferred from their cages to the experimental apparatus in a large 

plastic drinking cup or livetrap. 

Morphological Measurements 

All mice were measured at 70-100 days of age. Females that were 

pregnant were not measured and weighed until 15 days after their young 

were weaned. The following measures of external morphology were made 

with a ruler to the nearest Imm: 1) Total length- distance from tip of 

nose to tip of tail (not including hairs) when mouse is stretched full 
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lenght along a ruler; 2) Tail length- distance from point where tail 

merges with body to tip; 3) Hind foot length- distance on left foot from 

calcaneum (heel) distal end of longest toe, not including claw; 4) Ear 

length- distance from notch at base of right ear to tip of ear (if 

damaged the left ear was measured); 5) Body weight- measured with a 

pesola scale to nearest 0.1 g. 

Climbing Behavior Measurements 

The experiments were conducted in two rooms at the University of 

Arizona. Both rooms were subdivided by 1m high plywood dividers to 

create five test arenas 1 x 1 x 2 m. Mice were tested in groups of five, 

one in each arena. Each group was composed of randomly chosen mice from 

different source populations. 

The mice were induced to climb by taking advantage of their 

natural tendency to use any means of escape in getting out of a 

confined, lighted area. The mice were placed in a lighted cylinder (45 

cm diameter, 96 cm height) that was placed in a darkened 1 x 1 x 2 m 

chamber. Escape was provided by a 61 cm rod mounted vertically in the 

cylinder. The top of the rod was attached to a platform that encircled 

the top of the cylinder. A ramp, inclined 50 degrees above the 

horizontal, led from the platform to the floor of the test chamber. A 

treadle was mounted on the platform in such a position that mice exiting 

from the rod had to cross it. When depressed, the treadle stopped a 

clock which recorded the time required by the mouse to climb the rod. 

During an experiment abundant food and water was available inside the 



cylinder and food, water, and nesting material was available in the 

darkened chamber. 

Mice were trained to climb progressively larger diameter rods 
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and the maximum rod size climbed was used as a measure of climbing 

ability. This measurement follows the methods of Horner (1954) who used 

it successfully in comparisons of; climbing ability between species of 

Peromyscus. The rods were uniformly roughened by painting them with 

laquer and rolling them in abrasive compound; being careful not to cause 

uneven distibution of the granular particles. The rod diameters are as 

follows: 6.3, 12.6, 19.0, 25.2,31.6,38.0,44.4,50.7, and 57.1 mm. The 

rods are arbitrarily numbered from one to nine in increasing order. 

The experimental pr,'}·:edure consisted of placing a mouse in the 

cylinder with a rod that was easy to climb (small diameter). Once the 

mouse learned to escape from the cylinder by climbing the rod, the mouse 

was placed in the cylinder with a larger diameter rod. When it escaped 

again the procedure was repeated with a larger diameter rod. This was 

repeated until a rod size was found that the mouse could not climb in a 

24 hour period. Then the next smallest diameter was reintroduced and it 

was verified that the mouse could still climb that rod. The unclimbed 

rod was presented again and if the mouse could still not climb that rod, 

the next smallest rod diameter was determined to be the maximum rod size 

the mouse could climb. Mice were generally observed as they attempted to 

climb the largest rod to confirm that they tried to climb the rod and 

failed. 

The !:..!!!!.. rufinus popUlations were trapped in July 1982 and July 

1983 and measured between August 1983 and May 1984. The ~ ~ sonorinsis 
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populations were trapped in August 1983 and July 1984 and measured 

between September 1984 and July 1985. 

Calculation of Genetic Parameters 

Two methods were used to calculate heritabilities: the 

regression of offspring on midparent value (mean of parantal 

measurements) and the intraclass correlation of full-sibs (Falconer, 

1981). The slope of the offspring-midparent regression directly 
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es~imates heritability. A one-way ANOVA was used to calculate the 

intraclass correlations (Sokal and Rohlf, 1969; Boag, 1983). The full-sib 

heritabilities are calculated by multiplying the intraclass correlations 

by two. Full-'sib heritabilities include the additive genetic variance, 

one-half of the dominance variance, a portion of the epistatic 

interaction variance, and the common environmental variance. The 

standard exror of the regression coeficients and the intra-class 

correlation were calculated using the methods of Falconer (1981) and 

Sokal and Rohlf (1969). 

The genetic correlations between traits were estimated with 

offspring-parent regTessions. For each pair of traits there are two 

estimates of the covariance between traits. Following Bulmer (1980), I 

use the arithmetic mean of the covariances: 

rG .. (cov XlZ2 + cov X2Zl)! 2(cov XlZ1cOV X2Z2)l!2 (2.1) 

where Xl and X2 are midparent values for traits land 2, and Zl and Z2 

are traits 1 and 2 in the offspring. The cross covariance is calculated 

from: 

cov XZ a:: (tXZ - (rZ)(U)!N)!(N-l) ( 2.2) 
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The approximate standard error of the genetic correlation is calculated 

in the equation (Falconer, 1981): 

S.E.(rG) = (1 - rG2/2l/2)(s.E.(h21)S.E.(h22)fh21h22) 1/2 

where S.E.(h2) is the standard error of the regression estimate of 

heritability. 

Results and Discussion 

Heritability of Externa 1 Morphology 

(2.3) 

As expected from taxanomic studies, the two subspecies are not 

divergent in mean external morphology (Chapter 1). Foot, tail, and ear 

length are positively correlated with body length among individuals 

(Table 14). Variation in body length is primarily due to variation in age 

and nutrition (Sumner, 1918). Because of the large environmental 

influence, there is little genetic variation in body length (offspring

parent regession, h2=O.087). Following Sumner (1918), I have removed the 

effects of variation in body size by regressing foot, tail and ear 

lengths against body length and analyzing the residuals or deviations 

from the equations in Table 14. Thus, the traits measured are expressed 

relative to body length. Although there is no evidence for a functional 

relationship within the populations I studied, Horner (1954) reported 

that relative tail and foot length were positively correlated with 

climbing ability at the subspecies level. There is a precedent for using 

relative lengths in studies of climbing. Further references to foot, 

tail, and ear length will be for measurements relative to body length. 

Estimates of the heritability of morphology, using full-sib and 

offspring-parent regressions, are presented in Table 15. The regression 



Table 14. Regressions of Foot, Tail, and Ear on Body Length. 

Linear regressions of foot, tail, and ear length against body length 
(mm). Regression equations, sample sizes (n), and squared correlation 
coefficients (r2) for two sUbspecies of ~ maniculatus. 

A. ~!!!.!.. rufinus (n=284) 

Equation r2 

Foot y ... 0.051x + !5.6 .81 

Tail y = 0.683x + 10.8 .78 

Ear y = 0.063x + 11.5 .69 

B. ~!!tL sonoriensis (n=198) 

Equation r2 

Foot y = 0.074x 0\- 13.3 .77 

Tail y = O.554x + 22.1 .63 

Ear y = 0.052x + 12.7 .65 
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equations generated for each estimate are significant for all traits 

(p< 0.0l). In trait by trait comparisons, none of the offspring-parent 

regressions are significantly different between subspecies (t-test of 

regression slopes, d.f.=105, p>O.lO). The highest heritabilities, in 

both subspecies, are associated with foot length. All of the 

morpho logica 1 heritabil it ies arE! in the moderate « 0.30) to high range 

of values and correspond in magnitude with estimates for morphology in 

other subspecies of Peromyscus (Sumner, 1918; Wright, 1978; Lofsvold, 

1986). 

Comparison of the full-sib and offspring estimates for each 

morphological trait indicate that there is a slight potential for non

additive effects (the influence of common environment is minimal since 

all offspring were isolated in identical cage environments after 

weaning). Non-additive effects seem to be greatest for foot length. 

Heritability of Climbing Behavior 

Climbing ability, determined by the maximum diameter of rod a 

mouse was capable of climbing (see methods), is divergent between these 

subspecies. ~~ rufinus popUlations have significantly higher rod 

climbing scores than ~ ~ sonoriensis (Chapter 1). The heritability of 

rod climbing is greater in ~ ~ rufinus than sonoriensis (Table 15), 

although the difference is not significant (t-test of regression slopes, 

d.f.=105, p::> 0.15). The full-sib are greater than the offspring-parent 

estimates of heritabili~y, hence, there may be slight non-additive 

genetic effects. The heritability of climbing behavior is moderate in 

comparison to heritabilities of morphology, but it is comparable to 
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Table 15. Heritabilities of Four Traits. 

Heritability of relative foot, tail, ear length, and rod climbing 
scores. Estimates of h2 and standard error (in parentheses) from full
sib (FS) and offspring-parent regressions (OP) for two subspecies of ~ 
maniculatus. There are 2 offspring in each family, 71 families for ~ 
~ rufinus, and 38 families for ~ ~ sonoriensis. 

A. ~ !!!.. rufinus 

FS OP 

Foot .636 ( .128) .532 ( .093) 

Tail .503 ( .207) .431 (.180) 

Ear .454 (.104) .429 ( .087) 

Climb .409 ( .116) .352 ( .077) 

B. ~!!!.. sonoriensis 

FS OP 

Foot .518 (.176) .470 ( .134) 

Tail .409 ( .241) .355 ( .209) 

Ear .414 ( .157) .377 (.139) 

Climb .341 (.184) .298 (.127) 
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other estimates for behavioral traits (Caldwell and Hegmann, 1969; 

Henderson, 1970; Arnold, 1981a). 

Genetic Correlations 
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The genetic correlation matrices for ~ m. rufinus and 

sonoriensis are shown in Table 16. Although the correlations between 

morphological traits and climbing behavior are low to moderate in 

magnitude, cross-trait offspring-regression coefficients for 4 of the 12 

are significant (Table 16). Other studies have reported numerous and 

often large genetic correlations among morphological characters in small 

mammals (Atchley et al., 1981; Chevrud et al., 1983; Lofsvold, 1986). 

Standard errors are moderately large, particularly for ~ ~ sonoriensis 

where estimates are based on 38 families. A rank correlation of the 

corresponding elements in the matrices of the two subspecies is used to 

determine if the matrices are homogeneous. If the trait correlations are 

similar in magnitude in both subspecies, the rank correlation will be 

high. A Spearman rank correlation reveals that the genetic correlation 

matrices of the two subspecies are homogeneous (rank correlation = 

0.943, n=6, p<0.05; Siegel, 1956). 

Constraints on Evolution 

As mentioned in the Introduction, the genetic parameters 

estimated in this analysis are of particular interest in their effects 

on the evo lution of climbing behav ior. One precondition for evo lutionary 

change is the existence of genetic variance for a trait. All of the 

traits examined in these two subspecies exhibit moderate amounts of 

additive genetic variance. The response to selection is greater for 
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Table 16. Genetic Correlations. 

Genetic correlation matrices for two subspecies of ~ maniculatus. The 
additive genetic correlations (rG) and standard errors (in parentheses) 
are estimated from the offspring-parent regressions in Table 15. 

A. ~ !!!.!. rufinus 

Tail Ear Climb 

Foot .397 * .062 -.178 * 
( .161) ( .133) (.134) 

Tail .015 -.041 
(.206) (.213) 

Ear .009 
( .141) 

B. ~~ sonoriensis 

Tail Ear Climb 

Foot .321 ** .101 -.316 ** 
( .259) (.226) ( .221) 

Tail .012 -.123 
( .329) (.348) 

Ear .028 
( .281) 

* significant cross-trait offspring-parent regression, d.f." 69, p < 0.05. 
** significant cross-trait offspring-parent regression, d.f.= 36, p<0.05. 



traits with high additive variance, but there is certainly sufficient 

variation present in these populations for evolution to occur. The 

sampling errors are large, but these results suggest that the genetic 

variances within thes<e populations have not diverged despite the 

divergence between the two subspecies in pelage color and climbing 

behavior. 
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Correlations among traits are likely to have important effects 

on evolution. Evolution will be retarded when selection occurs in the 

same direction for characters that are negatively correlated or when 

selection is in opposite directions for characters that are positively 

correlated. Alternatively, evolutionary change may be enhanced by 

positive or negative correlations if selection is operating in the same 

direction as the correlation. The response to selection in a new 

environment is highly dependent on the existing correlation structure in 

a population (Antonovics, 1976; Falconer, 1981; Bradshaw, 1984). 

The populations of P. ~ sonoriensis sampled for this study 

occupy woodland habitat, yet, they have mean rod climbing scores that 

are only slightly greater than the mean rod climbing scores of 

surrounding desert scrub populations (Chapter 1). Populations of ~~ 

rufinus in identical woodland habitats have rod climbing scores that are 

greater by a third. Tests of geographic variation in climbing behavior 

support the hypothesis that divergence between habitats is due to 

natural selection for climbing in forests and woodlands (Chapter 1; 

Horner, 1954). Is the response to natural selection for climbing ability 

constrained by genetic correlations in woodland populations of ~ ~ 

sonoriensis? 
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Genetic correlations are known to have large standard errors 

associated with them, but even non-significant correlations can affect 

evolutionary change (Grant and Antonovics, 1978; Falconer, 1981). Two of 

the three genetic correlations of rod climbing with external morphology 

(foot and tail length) are negative (Tab le 16). If foot and tail length 

are neutral with respect to over~ll fitness, natural selection for 

climbing ability will produce a correlated decrease in both of these 

traits. If there is positive directional or stabilizing selection on 

foot and/or tail length, natural selection on climbing ability will not 

increase the trait value unless it is strong enough to overcome 

selection on morphology. The reponse to selection for correlated traits 

is determined by the equation: 

(2.4) 

where b is the strength of stabilizing or directional selection on a 

trait, V is the additive genetic variance, and COV is the additive 

genetic covariance between traits (Endler, 1986). 

Assume that climbing ability is trait 1, bl is directional 

selection for better climbing, b2 is stabilizing selection on foot 

length, and COV2l is the covariance between climbing and foot length. 

Because VI is nearly the same magnitude as COV2l (Table 15 and 16), 

stabilizing selection on morphology only has to be as strong as 

selection on climbing to effectively inhibit evolutionary change. 

Natural selection on climbing is relatively weak (Chapter 1) so 

stabilizing selection of a moderate intensity would be sufficient to 

prevent any change in climbing ability. In a compilation of studies of 

selection in natural populations, two-thirds of the studies provided 
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evidence for stabilizing selection on morphology and physiology (Endler 

1986). Of these, the distribution of selection intensities was 

essentially uniform. If this pattern holds for ~ maniculatus. and there 

is weak stabilizing selection on foot and tail length, it may be 

sufficient to significantly slow the rate of evolution in climbing 

ability. 

Although the genetic correlations are not significantly 

different between the two subspecies, the negative genetic correlations 

between morpho logy and climbing abi lity of ~ m. rufinus are hal f tho se 

of P. ~ sonoriensis. Given the same intensity of stabilizing selection 

on morphology, the weaker correlations may allow more rapid responses to 

selection on climbing in ~ ~ rufinus. 

The genetic correlation structure of populations may simply be 

an artifact of evolutionary history or they may be the consequence of 

strong directional selection acting simultaneously on the correlated 

traits. In the latter scenario, alleles that cause covariation in the 

directions of selection are fixed and the only genetic variation 

remaining in a population covaries in the wrong direction (Falconer 

1981). The covariance matrices of ~ ~ rufinus and sonoriensis are 

consistent with the interpretation of selection depleting positive 

covariance. However, selection on morphology is probably not directional 

and selection on climbing ability is not strong. It is not possible to 

determine how the covariance structure arose, but the negative 

correlations between morphology and climbing ability are in the correct 

direction to act as constraints on the evolution of climbing. 
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Summary 

Measurements of foot length, tail length, ear length, and rod 

climbing ability exhibit comparable levels of variation in ~ In. rufinus 

and sonoriensis. Sufficient heritable genetic variation exists for the 

evolution of climbing ability in P. !!!!.. sonoriensis populations occupying 

woodland mountaintops in Nevada. However, there are substantial negative 

genetic correlations between foot length or tail length and rod climbing 

ability. These correlations are two times greater in ~ ~ sonoriensis 

than rufinus. If there is even weak stabilizing selection on external 

morphology, the covariance structure is such that selection on 

morphology could constrain the response of climbing ability to 

directional selection. The effect of these potential constraints is 

greater in P. !!!!.. sonoriensis than in rufinus. 
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